PART 1

Pursuing innovation with
the use of digital tools in
your city tours

In Part 1 of Module 1, you'll learn about:
how to define innovation in tourism and the
CCIs
the elements of an innovative city tour
digital tools as an element of innovation

For real-life best practices
on how to use digital tools
in your city tours, check out
the case studies::

Barcelona - Sound map
Katowice - Góry kultury

a scenario-based learning example of how
digital tools can elevate your city tour
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What is innovation in tourism and the CCIs?

1841
A round trip via train accompanied by a handbook about the
destination, all for a cost affordable to middle-income families.

This premise doesn't sound innovative in the 21st century,
but in 1841 Thomas Cook's tour offer was seen as a oneof-a-kind offer.

What made Thomas Cook's initiative so
innovative at the time?

Thomas Cook

What is innovation in tourism and the CCIs?

1841
The temperance movement in England had
many supporters looking to meet and
exchange ideas...

identify

spot a
shortage

...but, there was no organised way of
connecting them. Over 500 people wanted to
attend a temperance meeting to get to
Loughborough from Leicester.

increase

reach a

product

wider

availability

public

Cook's offer was affordable to more people, as
they got round-trip travel, band entertainment,
afternoon tea and food for 1 shilling

a need

Although he didn't invent printed guidebooks,
traveler's cheques and vouchers, Cook made
them common and widespread

Thomas Cook

What are the elements of an
innovative city tour?
Even though Thomas Cook's offer took place almost
200 years ago, we can identify elements that innovative
tours have in common, regardless of when they occur.

Elements of innovation stay the same, but
the features of the initiatives change
according to the time period & context.

Experience-focused

Creativity & visibility

To inspire a
conversation
with visitors, not
a monologue

To take an idea from
one's imagination
and make it tangible

Collaboration
between sectors

Use of tools &
technology

Capacity-building

To form creative
crossovers in which
CCIs are a conduit for
tourism and vice versa

To amplify, mediate
& personalise an
experience

To require a level
of cultural capital
& competence to
master

Digital tools as an element of innovation

Virtual reality

360° photos

QR Codes

Audio guide/podcast

Augmented reality
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They free up creative potential as digital
tools have reduced barriers to entry

They transport you back in time
or teleport you somewhere else,
increasing immersion
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They connect participants to experiences
no matter where they're located

They offer personalised interactions with
tangible/intangible culture as participants
can determine their level of involvement

Due to the fact that many professionals in tourism and CCI have reported:
a lack of digital skills and readiness
a lack of specific examples on their practical use
a lack of guidance on how to complement them in their tours
as factors inhibiting their use of digital tools, we've gone more in depth on how you can
use a large variety of these tools in Module 4 of this course.

Using digital tools to innovate your city tour
A practical example

Marcia is a native Brusseler working in the tourism industry. She plans
on creating a city tour for visitors to discover Brussels in a novel way.
Instead of taking the expected "chocolate and waffles" approach to city
tours in Belgium, she decides to organise a city escape game.

How can she incorporate digital tools in the implementation
of her city tour to make it even more innovative?

Using digital tools to innovate your city tour
A practical example
Marcia can choose to allow visitors to scan QR codes of the
escape game's hints instead of delivering them orally or in
notes.
This example of the use of digital tools is an effective way to
add novelty without sacrificing too much of Marcia's time. It
also doesn't compromise the comfort of participants in
terms of the activity's ease of use and difficulty level.
Applying QR codes has the added benefit of respecting
social distancing and sanitary measures.

